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THE BOOM TOWNS:
America's Fastest
Growing Neighborhoods

"A new analysis by
realtor.com has identified
the 10 fastest-growing
neighborhoods in America
that are slated to grow even
faster - places where job
opportunities abound, new
households are forming, and
new homes are being built

PAIUTE PARK GRAND OPENING
Paiute Park, the newest addition to the Mountain's Edge
park and paseo community amenities, is expected to
open within the next 30 days. This hidden treasure will be
tucked behind the Cimarron Square shopping center,
conveniently accessible via the Blue Diamond and
Cimarron major cross streets. Surrounding neighborhoods
include Montecito Ridge, Monterey Manor/Cove, Bella
Monte, and Diamond Creek.
This much anticipated community addition will offer a
multipurpose athletic field, sand volleyball courts, a tot
lot playground feature, gentle walking trails and
basketball courts. The official date the park becomes
accessible to residents has not been announced at this
time; please feel free to follow our official Mountain's Edge
community Facebook to stay up to date on all public
announcements!

RESIDENT EXCLUSIVE EVENTS

At Mountain's Edge, we
believe nothing adds to
someone's value in their
homeowner experience
like making sincere
connections with their
neighbors, and feeling
engaged with their
community. We believe
great neighbors are what
make neighborhoods

to meet the growing
demand. Places that are, in
every sense, booming."
"The name Las Vegas
conjures up images of
casinos, booze, magic
shows, and, well, other
things best not spoken of.
But 14 miles away, a planned
community called Mountain's
Edge offers something
completely different: an
idyllic, peaceful suburban
life.
A top-selling master planned
community in the country,
Mountain's Edge has
everything a family would
want: community parks,
trails, open spaces, and two
new elementary schools. It's
no wonder that it's expected
to see 19.4% household
growth over the next five
years, along with adjacent
Enterprise, NV."
-Yuqing Pan, April 19, 2016
via www.realtor.com
CLICK HERE to view full
article

great.
This is why we offer an extensive array of events offered
exclusively to Mountain's Edge residents, created with the
goal of connecting neighbors with neighbors. Smaller
scaled events offered include Children Storytelling, Yoga
and Tai Chi in the Park, Wine and Canvas, Super Hero
Carnival, FidoFest, Veteran Pride, and many more.
Enormous community festivals attended by thousands of
residents include our Summer Splash and Safety Fair, Fall
Festival, Bi-Annual Garage Sales, and Winter
Wonderland.
We also offer a wide array of educational opportunities
such as Design Review 101, Mountain's Edge Orientation,
and Seasonal Landscaping Seminars. Community
philanthropic endeavors include Neighbors Helping
Neighbors, The Good Neighbors Program, Project 150 Prom
Dress Donation Drive, Together We CAN Canned Food
Drive, and more. All of these events require registration,
which residents can easily complete in the private portion
of our website. There are always things to do and friends
to see when you live in Mountain's Edge!
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*All statistics and statements made within the 'Living on the Edge' publication are from trusted local real estate sources.
The Mountain's Edge Master Association cannot verify the consistency of these facts across alternative databases.
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